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Ark exceptional kibble tames

From the ARK:Survival Evolved Wiki This article is exclusively about content available in Steam, Xbox One, PS4, Epic Games. Exceptional Kibble is a kibble made from all extra large eggs. Usage[edit | edit source] The main use of Kibble is to nourish it with the creature that you are taming. Roughly mince has a higher
taming effect than other foods like berries or Meat, meaning the taming meter will grow faster, while also dropping the Taming Effectiveness less, resulting in more extra levels when the taming process is completed. This kibble can be crafted into a cooking pot or industrial stove. Currently, this Kibble is used to vigorously
tame Brontosaurus, Giganotosaurus, Karkinos, Managarmr, Mosasaurus, Quetzal, Rex, Spino, and Therizinosaurids, as well as passively taming Basilosaurus and Tropeognathus. See Taming for more information on the taming process. Drops[edit | edit source] Size of the following eggs Extra Large: Roughly mince
category[edit | editing source] The following kibbles can be used instead of exceptional kiúna. They give the same taming development, but can have different food values, which is longer (or longer in the case of an expanded loophole): Creatures also accept higher-quality wheat. Instead of exceptional kibble, you can
use the following types: Extraordinary kibble Notes/Trivia[edit | editing source] This kind of kibble has the glow of Mastercraft-quality products. Note: This can only be used to report spam, advertising, and problematic posts (harassment, fighting, or rude). Now you can support me on Patreon! More information »
Exceptional Kibble is used to tame Basilosaurus, Brontosaurus, Giganotosaurus, Karkinos, Managarmr, Mosasaurus, Quetzal, Rex, Spinosaurus, Therizinosaurus, Exceptional Kibble, combining Extra Large Egg, Focal Chili, Rare Flower, Mejoberry, Fiber and Waterskin in a cooking pot. Light the fire and cook for 30
seconds. It breaks down in three days. I've heard someone say I can use it instead of other grossly different gentle, like argys, or rexs, or stegos or whatever ARK: Survival Evolved Wiki This article content is exclusively available in the version of Steam, Xbox One, PS4, Epic Games.This creature, element, or feature has
not yet appeared in the version of the Nintendo Switch. Exceptional Kibble is a kibble made from all extra large eggs. Usage[edit | edit source] The main use of Kibble is to nourish it with the creature that you are taming. Roughly mince has a higher taming effect than other foods such as berries or meat, meaning the
taming meter rises faster while reducing the effectiveness of taming less, resulting in more extra levels when it comes to the taming process This kibble can be crafted into a cooking pot or industrial stove. Currently, this Kibble is used to vigorously tame Brontosaurus, Giganotosaurus, Karkinos, Managarmr, Mosasaurus,
Quetzal, Rex, Spino, and Therizinosaurids, as well as passively taming Basilosaurus and Tropeognathus. See Taming for more information on the taming process. Drops[edit | edit source] Size of the following eggs Extra Large: Roughly mince category[edit | editing source] The following kibbles can be used instead of
exceptional kiúna. They give the same taming development, but can have different food values, which is longer (or longer in the case of an expanded loophole): Creatures also accept higher-quality wheat. Instead of exceptional kibble, you can use the following types: Extraordinary kibble Notes/Trivia[edit | editing source]
This kind of kibble has the glow of Mastercraft-quality products. Note: This can only be used to report spam, advertising, and problematic posts (harassment, fighting, or rude). The exceptional kibble is used to tame Basilosaurus, Brontosaurus, Giganotosaurus, Karkinos, Managarmr, Mosasaurus, Quetzal, Rex,
Spinosaurus, Therizinosaurus, Exceptional Kibble, combining Extra Large Egg, focal chili, rare flower, mejoberry, fiber, and waterskin. Light the fire and cook for 30 seconds. It breaks down in three days. More things you've done: Equaldex | Chacy | Stemable I heard someone say I can use it instead of other roughly
different tame than argys, or rexs, or stegos or whatever ARK: Survival Evolved Wiki This article is about content exclusively available in the version of Steam, Xbox One, PS4, Epic Games.This creature, element, or feature has not yet appeared in the version of the Nintendo Switch. Exceptional Kibble is a kibble made
from all extra large eggs. Usage[edit | edit source] The main use of Kibble is to nourish it with the creature that you are taming. Roughly mince has a higher taming effect than other foods like berries or Meat, meaning the taming meter will grow faster, while also dropping the Taming Effectiveness less, resulting in more
extra levels when the taming process is completed. This kibble can be crafted into a cooking pot or industrial stove. Currently, this Kibble is used to vigorously tame Brontosaurus, Giganotosaurus, Karkinos, Managarmr, Mosasaurus, Quetzal, Rex, Spino, and Therizinosaurids, as well as passively taming Basilosaurus
and Tropeognathus. See Taming for more information on the taming process. Drops[edit | edit source] Size of the following eggs Extra Large: Roughly Mince category[edit | edit source] Minced parts can be used instead of exceptional loopholes. They give the same taming development, but can have different food values,
which is longer (or longer in the case of an expanded loophole): Creatures also accept higher-quality wheat. Instead of exceptional kibble, you can use the following types: Extraordinary kibble Notes/Trivia[edit | editing source] This kind of kibble has the glow of Mastercraft-quality products. From the ARK:Survival Evolved
Wiki This article is exclusively about content available in Steam, Xbox One, PS4, Epic Games. Extraordinary Kibble is a kibble made from special eggs. Usage[edit | edit source] The main use of Kibble is to nourish it with the creature that you are taming. Roughly mince has a higher taming effect than other foods like
berries or Meat, meaning the taming meter will grow faster, while also dropping the Taming Effectiveness less, resulting in more extra levels when the taming process is completed. This kibble can be crafted into a cooking pot or industrial stove. Currently, this kibble is used for powerfully gentle Astrocetus, Griffin,
Megalania, Rock Elemental, Thylacoleo, and Yutyrannus. See Taming for more information on the taming process. Drops[edit | edit source] Size of the following eggs Special: Kibble Category[edit | editing source] The following kibbles can be used instead of the extraordinary kiúna. They give the same taming progress,
but they can have different food values, leading to taming it longer (or shorter in case of expanded roughly minced: Extraordinary expanded kibble Notes/Trivia [edit | editing source] This kind of kibble has the shine of increasing quality elements. To make this roughly mince more efficiently use Yuty eggs, as it is easy to
breed and lay eggs or go to Valguero to steal all the Deinonychus eggs you see. While Deinonychus only randomly lays generic raptor eggs, deinonychus eggs are placed during breeding. With sufficient amounts of Deinonychus, you can make an effective fertilized egg farm instead of traveling to collect wild eggs. This
has the advantage of much less space than the Yutyrannus egg farm, although the time between laying will be higher due to breeding timers. For tribes suffering from property shortages, this space saving can be worth while. At Crystal Isles, you can breed the Crystal Wyverns. Breed them and use their eggs.
Extraordinary roughly mince are just as effective taming creatures that tend to lower roughly mince levels. It's not available on the switch, as the title used to say, but if the new DNCs are released, then there's a good chance that the whole Tanya patch will come to Kibble with food products used by gentle creatures more
quickly and with greater affinity, allowing players Save time and end up with better stats for your tamed pet. The Kibble system has been reworked by ARK: Tanya Tanya and is currently available on all platforms except mobile and Nintendo Switch versions. Instead of kibbles based on eggs, the Kibbles are replaced by
quality-based types: Basic, Simple, Regular, Superior, Exceptional, and Extraordinary. The egg-based kibbles are still in the game and are able to use; however, it is no longer craftsmanship. They are also categorized into one of the 6 quality-based types. All eggs (except Araneo eggs and moth eggs) are now one size
and can be used to create a suitable quality based on roughly mince. In Mobile and Nintendo Switch versions, most Creatures have the preferred egg-based kibble, which tames the creature with the greatest taming efficiency and efficiency. However, using a roughly mince that does not favor the creature is even worse
than taming raw meat or berries. Usage[edit | edit source] Roughly mince can be used to tame a creature. Although all Kibble types technically work to tame every creature, certain roughly mince will work better for certain creatures. A bad roughly mince takes longer at best, but can be only 2/3 as effective as the
creature's regular food and instead reduces its taming efficiency. The creatures prefer at least one class of cobbled mincing, but they also accept a higher-class rough grind, e.g. Argentavis is most effectively tamed with excellent kibble and better, but the basic, simple and regular class achieves worse results than meat.
The order of effectiveness (in terms of the duration of taming) in food to tame creatures: The value of Minced food depends on the creature and the type of food. For Kibble, it varies between 20 and 135. No favorite roughly mince gives just 1/8 of the taming progress as your favorite kince. Kibble is also used for the inking
of baby dinoes. During the supply, you may want to hand-feed a randomly selected roughly mince, including the roughly mince that is not the species' preferred food. For this reason, having as many types of rough grind as possible, allowing the rate of inking to increase. Recipes[edit | editing source] Learning an Engram
is not necessary to create roughly mince, and there are no Engrams available to them, but recipes found all over the world. Follow the same instructions as cooking in a cooking pot or industrial stove. In addition to the ingredients listed below, all roughly mince recipes require Waterskin to have at least 25% water in it (all
other water containers work, but are completely used regardless of capacity). When connected to an aeration system, a water shell or other water tank is not required when creating water in an industrial stove. Fertilized eggs can also be used to kibble. Creatures are a great way to generate eggs on-demand. Cooking
these roughly minced requires illuminated Cooking Pot, so in addition you need to fuel the fire. It takes 30 seconds for 1 roughly minced to cook to cook a cooking pot. See also: Eggs in the list and size of eggs. Recipes (Mobile)[edit | editing source] This section is about a feature exclusively available for mobile Although
these kibbles are no longer craftable for pc and console, they are still craftable by ARK: Survival Evolved Mobile. They are crafted with a cooking pot, industrial stove, or TEK Kibble processor. The value of the kiúlé is used to determine the amount of loophole required when using the TEK Kibble processor and the
finesse yield. In-game recipe for roughly mince is usually Kibble Egg Plant Matter Other ingredient(s) Favorite roughly mince of the kibbing lat (Allosaurus Egg) Allosaurus Egg Savoroot Cooked Prime Meat Tapejara, Royal Griffin** 10 Kibble (Ankylo Egg) Ankylo Egg Savoroot Prime Meat Jerky Carno 5 Kibúva (Araneo
Egg)* Araneo Egg Rockarrot Prime Meat Jerky N/A Kibble (Archaeopteryx Egg) Archaeopteryx Egg Longrass Cooked Fish Meat Diplocau argentavis Egg Argentavis Egg Citronal Prime Meat Jerky Spino 10 Roughly Mince (Baryonyx Egg Savoroot Raw Fish Meat Megatherium 5 Kibble (Baryonyx Egg Savoroot Raw Fish
Meat Mega 5 Kibble (Bronto Egg Rockarrot Boiled Meat Jagged Saber Tooth15 Carbonemys Egg) Turtle Egg Rockarrot Prime Meat Jerky Bronto 5 Roughly Minced (Carno Egg) Carno Egg Savoroot Cooked Meat Trike, Direwolf , Dire Bear 5 Kibúva (Compy Egg) Compy Egg Citronal cooked fish meat Iguanodon 1
Kizsibble (Dilo Egg) Dilo Egg Citronal cooked meat jerky Ankylo , Doedicurus, Equus, Pachy 1 Kibble (Dimetrodon Egg) Dimetrodon Eggs Lemon Cooked Meat Jerky Gallimimus 5 Kibúlé (Dimorph Egg) Dimorph Egg Longrass Cooked Meat, Boiled Fish Meat, or Cooked Meat Jerky Megaloceros 3 Kibble (Diplo Egg) Diplo
Egg Savoroot Rare Flower Allosaurus 5 Kibble (Dodo Egg) Dodo Egg Rockarrot Boiled Meat, Boiled Fish, or cooked meat Jerky Pteranodon, Ichthyosaurus, Mesopithecus 1 Bble (Gallimimus Egg) Gallimimus Egg Savoroot Cooked Meat Jerky Terror Bird, Castoroides 3 Bble (Griffin Egg) Griffin Egg Savoroot Longra
Citronal Cooked Prime Meat Snake Plant Seeds Royal Griffin, Unicorn 30 Bble (Iguanodon Egg) Iguanodon Egg Rare Mushroom Prime Meat Jerky Daeodon 5 Kibble (Kairuku Egg) Kairuku Egg Savoroot Cooked Meat , boiled fish meat or cooked meat jerky angler 1 Kibble (Dilluchus Egg) Dilluchus Egg Savoroot Prime
Meat Jerky 5 Kibble (Lystrosaurus Egg) Lystro Egg Rockar Cooked Prime Meat, Cooked Prime Fish Meat, or Prime Meat Jerky Diplodocus 1 Kibble (Megalosaurus Egg) Megalosaurus Egg Rockarrot 2 × Prime Meat Jerky Therizinosaur 15 Bble (Moschops Egg) Moschops Egg Savoroot Cooked Meat Jerky Purlovia 10
Kibble (Ovi Eggraptor) Ovi Raptor Egg Longrass Prime Meat Jerky Megalosaurus 3 Kibble (Pachy Egg) Pachy Egg Citronal Cooked Meat Paracer 3 Kibble (Pachyrhino Egg) Pachyrhino Egg Citronal Cooked Prime Fish Meat Baryonyx 5 Kibble (Parasaur Egg) Parasaur Egg Longras Cooked Meat, Boiled Fish or boiled
meat jerky Raptor 1 Kibble (Pegomastax Egg) Pegomastax Eggs Citronal Raw Prime Fishmeat? Kibble (Pelagornis Egg) Pelagornis Egg Citronal 10 × Chitin Archaeopteryx 5 Kibble (Pteranodon Egg) Pteranodon Egg Rockarrot Boiled meat, cooked fish meat, or cooked meat jerky carbonemys 3 Kibble (Pulmonoscorpius
Egg) Pulmonoscorpius Egg Longras Primes Meat Jerky Rex, Rex Beelzebufo 5 Bble (Quetzal Egg) Quetzal Egg 3 × Rockarrot 3 × Prime Meat Jerky Mosasaurus, Giganotosaurus, Dimetrodon 15 Kibble (Raptor Egg) Raptor Egg Longrass Cooked Meat Jerky Mammoth 3 Kiln (Rex Egg) Rex Egg Longras Primes Meat
Jerky Plesiosaur , Quetzal 15 Bble (Sarco Egg) Sarco Egg Rockarrot Cooked Meat Jerky Stegosaurus 5 Kibble (Spino Egg) Spino Egg Savoroot Prime Meat Jerky Megalodon 10 Kibble (Stego Egg ) S tego eggs with lemon primary meat jerky argentavis 5 kibulé (Tapejara Egg) Tapejara Egg Rockarrot Cooked Prime

Meat Dill 10 Roughly mince (Terror Bird Egg Citronal Cooked Meat, or boiled meat jerky woolly rhino 5 roughly mince (Therizinosaurus Egg) Therizino Egg Citronal AnglerGel Basilosaurus 15 Kibble (Titanboa Egg) Titanoboa Egg Longrass Cooked Meat jerky gigantopithecus, Dunkleosteus 10 Kibble (Trike Egg) Trike Egg
Savoroot Cooked Meat Jerky Meat Jerky Sarco 3 * = This loophole is not craftable. ** = This creature is more of a different loophole than this, but this kibble can still be used to tame the creature effectively. Creatures[edit | editing source] The following Kibbles are used to tame the dinosaurs listed below. Basic Kibble Dilo
Dodo Kairuku Mesopithecus Parasaur Tek Parasaur Phiomia Simple Kibble Regular Kibble Superior Kibble Exceptional Kibble Extraordinary Kibble Astrocetus Griffin Megalania Rock Elemental Thylacoleo Yutyrannus Standalone This section is about a feature which consists exclusively of Mobile Dilophosaur
Pulmonoscorpius Do DoTanoboaTboT noboa ◥ Gigantopithecus ◢ Dunkleosteus Lystrosaurus ▶ Diplodocus ▶ Allosaurus ▶ Tapejara ▶ dunkleosteus Lystrosaurus ▶ Allosaurus ▶ Tapejara ▶ dunkleuch Compy ◥ iguanodon ▶ The Pelagornis ◢ Pelaetacs▶ Archaeopteryx ▶ The Diplocaulus Dimorphodon Dimorph ▶
Megaloceros Kairuku Kairuku ▶ Angler ▶chop Purlovia Oviraptor Oviraptor ▶ Megalosaurus ▶ Therizinosaurid ▶ Basilosaurus Pachyrhinosaurus Pachyrhino ▶ Baryonyx ▶ Megatherium Para Saur Parasaur ▶ Raptor ▶ The Mammoth Royal Griffin Royal Griffin ◥ The Royal Griffin ◢ The Unicorn Self-contained Unicorn
▶ Overview of the Kibble System. Roughly mince system like v297.35 Overview funnel taming requirements and taming in general. Resources needed for taming such as v297 Use as a regular food[edit | editing source] Kibble can be used as a regular food for tamed dinos. The mince takes 3 days, which lasts longer
than most other types of food. It also stacks 100 and weighs little like other foods. The minced minced for a long time and preserved in a preservation bin or refrigerator (Refrigerator recommended, since the deterioration time has increased significantly). The portion of food in a roughly mince depends on the type of
mince and whether the roughly mince is preferred by a particular dino. Most dinos gain 80 food from the preferred roughly minced, even if other dinosaurs would win more. There are exceptions; For example, Daeodons gain 120 food from the preferred roughly mince (Iguanadon/Superior), which usually only gives 90.
Aside from giving preference to dino, roughly mince gives either 60 or 90 food roughly mince. Loopholes carrying 90 foods usually require prime meat jerky, and from v257 are: Ankylo, Araneo, Archaeopteryx, Argentavis, Ichthyornis, Iguanodon, Dilluchus, Mank, Megalosaurus, Microraptor, Moth, Oviraptor,
Pulminoscorpius, Quetzal, Rex, Spino, Stego and Tapejara Tape. Each other roughly mince gives you 60 foods, unless you benefit, of course. Because of these properties, using Kibble as a regular food can be helpful in some cases. It's like leaving your creatures behind for a long time, because you have to fill the supply
of creatures less often. However, farming Eggs is still very time consuming and expensive, so it is not usually recommended to use it as a regular Dino food. When using Kibble for this purpose, we recommend that you use easy-to-create loophole types, such as Dodo Kibble. Super Kibble (Mobile)[edit | edit source] Main
article: Super Kibble This section is about a feature that is only available on Mobile Super Kibble, a kind of kibble exclusively for ARK: Survival Evolved Mobile. These kibbles can be crafted into a cooking pot or an industrial stove replacing normal eggs with a Super Fertilized Egg. They can be used to tame creatures
faster and have greater taming efficiency. Notes[edit | edit source] If the Kibble passive is gentle by making the last slot in the hotbar, keep in mind that if Pegomastax steals it, you can eat the whole stack! If you are trying to make roughly mince and nothing is made of the right ingredients, try to make a cooking pot or
industrial stove. Some updates render the finesse host inoperable in some ways. The DLC Primitive Plus Kibble does not work for taming. Since 2019, many users have reported this issue. 2019.
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